Abstract. A binary Coulomb collision algorithm is developed for weighted particle simulations employing Monte Carlo techniques. Charged particles within a given spatial grid cell are pair-wise scattered, explicitly conserving momentum and implicitly conserving energy. A similar algorithm developed by Takizuka and Abe [1977] conserves momentum and energy provided the particles are unweighted (each particle representing equal fractions of the total particle density). If applied as is to simulations incorporating weighted particles, the plasma temperatures equilibrate to an incorrect temperature, as compared to theory. Using the appropriate pairing statistics, a Coulomb collision algorithm is developed for weighted particles. The algorithm conserves energy and momentum and produces the appropriate relaxation time scales as compared to theoretical predictions. Such an algorithm is necessary for future work studying self-consistent multi-species kinetic transport.
Introduction
The plasma medium, such as the ionosphere or plasmasphere, consists of electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules whose interaction is complex and at times difficult to understand completely. Particle simulations, however, can offer detailed information describing some of the interactions between the plasma constituents. Recently, particle simulations have been used to investigate polar outflow from the ionosphere [Wilson, 1992b; Miller et al., 1993b] In order to simulate the actual flux from the ionosphere, for plasmaspheric refilling, each H + simulation particle corresponds to thousands of real particles. These hybrid simulations use unweighted particles where the simulation particles share equally the total particle density. Under these circumstances, the collision model of TA77 yields momentum and energy relaxation rates which agree quite favorably with theoretical predictions for early times, conserving momentum explicitly and energy implicitly.
In many plasma environments, however, simulation particles must be weighted in order to have good particle statistics while Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0094-8534/94/94GL-01835503.00 also not exceeding hardware limitations. A typical example can be found in the ionosphere where, depending on ionospheric condition, the O* density can be more than two orders of magnitude greater than the H + density at 800 km. For these conditions, weighted particle simulations would best model the plasma environment. Wilson [1992b] modeled the topside collisional-to-collisionless transition region but considered H + as the only dynamic test particle species, while the O + species was considered a fixed field particle in diffusive equilibrium. The O + density was an order of magnitude greater than the H + density; however, because O * was not a dynamic species, the simulation particles were not weighted. If Coulomb collisions are an important physical process which must be included, a new collision algorithm must be developed which is valid for weighted particles, enabling in theory a self-consistent solution for both H* and O*.
In this paper, we present a new collisional model including the effect of small angle Coulomb collisions between different weighted populations, which will be used in future studies of selfconsistent multi-species kinetic transport. By careful consideration of pairing statistics, an algorithm can be developed so as to have the proper relaxation rates as compared to the unweighted simulation (TA77), along with conserving momentum and energy. Several plasma simulations are performed, varying the particle weightings and showing good agreement with theory.
Theory

Takizuka and Abe Collision Model
A binary collision algorithm was developed for Coulomb collisions, employing Monte Carlo techniques, in 1-D3v by TA77. The charged particles, in each spatial grid cell, are scattered off of each other, pair-wise, in the rest frame of the target particle, explicitly conserving momentum and implicitly conserving energy. The process is computationally intensive, but accurately models the exchange of energy and momentum between the colliding species. The procedure is to randomly pair particles in the same grid cell and to compute the deflection of their relative velocity, corresponding to that which would result from the cumulative effect of many small angle collisions experienced in a time At. The determination of the pairs is performed in two steps as discussed in TA77. Firstly, self-collisions are performed requiring each species in a given cell to be paired with itself. 
Binary Coulomb Collision Algorithm for Weighted Particle Simulations
Consider a plasma where the two species have equal masses, ma=ml•--m, the same fraction of the total density, n•--n•--n/2, but species {x has twice as many simulation particles as species Na=2N$. For this case, 1 simulation particle of species represents twice as much of the density as 1 simulation particle of species Ix. When colliding these particles, using the binary algorithm of TA77, momentum is transferred between both species equally, even though one simulation particle is in a sense 2 times "larger" than the other, violating conservation of momentum and, subsequently, conservation of energy. The simplest way to correct this problem is to collide the particles, "kicking" the lighter particle all the time while "kicking" the heavier particle a fraction of the time, corresponding to the inverse weight of the heavier particle. This "rejection" method introduces a probability for colliding the heavier particles and is a common trick employed in Monte Carlo simulations. It assures that the microphysics is accurately represented, while macroscopic energy and momentum are conserved on the average By comparing a random number (r) to the inverse weight, a binary probability is calculated which determines whether momentum is transferred to the heavier species, i.e., P = 1 for r < 1/w and P = 0 for r > 1/w. Since we normalize the weights to the lightest species, P=I for the lighter species for all times. Given this scenario, the updated particle velocities are modified to include the probability factor and can be A weighting factor must also appear in the expression for the variance of õ which comes from under-colliding or over-colliding the plasma particles in the weighted system. The introduction of this weight can be seen by comparing the pairing statistics between an unweighted and weighted particle simulation. Table 1 Table 1 
Results
In this section, the results primarily focus on the temperature relaxation of a multi-species plasma as presented in TA77. TA77 consider two species, electrons and ions, initially at two different temperatures and compared the theoretical relaxation time scales to numerical time scales using their Coulomb collision model. We focus on one range of parameters (cf Figure 9b of TA77) , however, the results are general and applicable to other parameter regimes.
A single cell particle-in-cell simulation including Coulomb collisionsis used to investigate temperature equilibration for an electron-ion plasma. The particles are distributed uniformly within the cell and periodic boundary conditions are assumed. The simulation parameters for the density (n), temperature (T), •iven by (1) a solid curve for r,=15000/15000, (2) a dot-dash curve for r,=22500/7500, and (3) a dot-dot-dash curve for r,=25000/5000. ra=25000/5000--5 where the total number of simulation particles is 30000 with X=I. The results agree so favorably that the curves are almost indistinguishable. The algorithm conserves energy and momentum and has the appropriate relaxation rates as compared to theory for early times. The numerical routine has been tested for various densities (X) and simulation particle ratios (r,) and found to agree with theory and TA77.
simulations and is significantly faster (--a factor of 2 or more) than TA77 for unweighted simulations. MC94 group all particles together only once and scatter the particles by pairing particles randomly regardless of the species type, thus MC94 include self collisions as well as unlike particle collisions at the same time. TA77, however, group and scatter each species (self-collisions) and then group and scatter unlike particles. MC94 was found to agree quite favorably with theoretical predictions (Figure 1 and 2) for early times, t < 0.4 v04, and with TA77 for all times provided the simulations are unweighted. A discrepancy between the theoretical predictions and the numerical results, using both MC94 and TA77, were obtained for times greater than 0.4 v04 and can be initially observed as early as 0.2 v04. The theoretical predictions (1) are predicated on the assumption that higher order moments (heatflow etc...) are negligible and that the particle distributions remain near a Maxwellian as the plasma equilibrates. The Coulomb cross section is highly velocity dependent and, therefore, as the plasma equilibrates, non-Maxwellian features develop and the applicability of (1) is speculative. More research is needed in comparing MC94 and TA77 to either higher order fluid equations (energy equation including heatflow etc.) or to a Fokker-Planck solution to test the range of applicability for these binary numerical scattering algorithms.
